data reports
2. Experimental
2.1. Crystal data
V = 955.93 (8) Å3
Z=4
Mo K radiation
 = 0.11 mm1
T = 296 K
0.35  0.30  0.25 mm

C11H10O4
Mr = 206.19
Monoclinic, P21 =c
a = 5.8096 (3) Å
b = 13.2034 (5) Å
c = 12.5738 (6) Å
= 97.641 (3)
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2.2. Data collection
Bruker Kappa APEXII CCD
diffractometer
Absorption correction: multi-scan
(SADABS; Bruker, 2004)
Tmin = 0.961, Tmax = 0.979

12813 measured reflections
2094 independent reflections
1621 reflections with I > 2(I)
Rint = 0.024

2.3. Refinement
R[F 2 > 2(F 2)] = 0.040
wR(F 2) = 0.110
S = 1.12
2094 reflections
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The benzofuran residue in the title compound, C11H10O4, is
essentially planar (the r.m.s. deviation for the nine non-H
atoms = 0.011 Å). While the methoxy group is coplanar with
the fused ring system [C—C—O—C torsion angle = 3.1 (3) ],
the acetic acid residue occupies a position almost prime [C—
C—C—C = 77.0 (2) ]. In the crystal, centrosymmetrically
related molecules are linked by O—H  O hydrogen bonds to
form eight-membered {  HOCO}2 synthons. The dimeric
aggregates assemble into supramolecular layers in the ab
plane via benzene-C—H  O(ring) interactions.
Keywords: crystal structure; benzofuran; hydrogen bonding.
CCDC reference: 1401314

137 parameters
H-atom parameters constrained
max = 0.22 e Å3
min = 0.16 e Å3

Table 1
Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å,  ).
D—H  A
i

O1—H1  O2
C2—H2  O4ii

D—H

H  A

D  A

D—H  A

0.82
0.93

1.82
2.55

2.6357 (17)
3.4629 (19)

174
169

Symmetry codes: (i) x; y þ 2; z þ 2; (ii) x; y þ 32; z þ 12.

Data collection: APEX2 (Bruker, 2004); cell refinement: APEX2 and
SAINT (Bruker, 2004); data reduction: SAINT and XPREP (Bruker,
2004); program(s) used to solve structure: SIR92 (Altomare et al.,
1994); program(s) used to refine structure: SHELXL2014 (Sheldrick,
2015); molecular graphics: ORTEP-3 for Windows (Farrugia, 2012)
and Mercury (Bruno et al., 2002); software used to prepare material
for publication: SHELXL2014.
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Comparison of effective atomic numbers of the
cancerous and normal kidney tissue
H. C. Manjunatha
Department of Physics, Government College for Women, Kolar, Karnataka, India

ABSTRACT
The effective atomic number (Zeff) and e ectron density ( e) of norma kidney and cancerous kidney have been computed for
tota and partia photon interactions by computing the mo ecu ar, atomic, and e ectronic cross section in the wide energy range
of 1 keV100 GeV using WinXCOM. The mean Zeff and e of norma kidney and cancerous kidney in the various energy ranges
and for tota and partia photon interactions are tabu ated. The variation of effective e with energy is shown graphica y for a
photon interactions. In addition to this computer tomography (CT), numbers of norma kidney and cancerous kidney for photon
interaction and energy absorption is a so computed. The ro e of Zeff in the dua energy dividing radiography is a so discussed.
The va ues of Zeff and e for cancerous kidney are higher than norma kidney. This is due to the eve s of e ements , Ca, e, i,
and e are ower and those of the e ements Ti, Co, Zn, s, and Cd are higher in the cancer tissue of kidney than those observed
in the norma tissue. The soft tissue and cancerous tissue are very simi ar, but their atomic number differs. The cancerous tissue
exhibits a higher Zeff than the norma tissue. This fact he ps in the dua energy dividing radiography which enab es to improve
the diagnosis of the kidney cancer. ence, the computed va ues may be usefu in the diagnosis of the kidney cancer. CT numbers
for norma kidney are higher than cancerous kidney.

KEYWORDS: Cancerous kidney, effective atomic number, e ectron density, kidney

INTRODUCTION
medicine such as therapy, diagnosis, and dosimetry.
In order to keep radiation hazards within the desired
imit, the radiation a sorption mechanism in materia s
shou d e known. his can e represented y some
uantity o materia s such as mass attenuation
coefficients ( / ), effective atomic number (Z eff),
and effective e ectron density ( e). The attenuation
coef cient is de ned as the probabi ity of a radiation
interacting with a materia per unit path ength. The
inear attenuation coef cient for a materia depends on
the incident photon energy, the atomic number, and
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the density of the materia .
sing e number cannot
represent the atomic number in composite materia s.
Thus, a number ca ed the Zeff wou d be de ned for
such materia s. The measurement or ca cu ation of
Zeff is a pioneering step for many e ds of scienti c
app ications, and it provides conc usive information
about the materia with the radiation interacts.
Grinyov et al.[1] deve oped dua energy radiography
for separate detection of materia s differing in their
Zeff and oca density. This number is a so very usefu
to visua ize a number of characteristics of a materia
for techno ogica , nuc ear industry, space research
programs, and engineering in many e ds of scienti c
and bio ogica app ications. The other important
uantity is the effective e ectron number or e, and
it is defined as the e ectrons per unit mass of the
absorber.[2]
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